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- Android 11-based Paranoid Android ROMs now available for OnePlus 8 and 8 Pro [2]

- The Realme 7 Pro starts to get Android 11 in India [3]


- Micromax IN 1b 2GB RAM variant runs Android 10 Go Edition [5]


- How you can Play YouTube within the Background on Android and iOS [7]

- New Nokia and Garmin gadgets; PUBG comeback; Android SMS app removed and other top tech news of the week [8]
5 Android apps you shouldn't miss this week - Android Apps Weekly [10]

Google Chrome for Android Will Soon Let You Move the Text Cursor With Touch Gestures [12]

Android's next major boost will be announced this week and iPhone should be worried [13]

Your Raspberry Pi wants this Anker SD card reader for Christmas [14]
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